
RADIANT
SELF LOVE

A step by step guide to igniting 

a life long love affair - 

with yourself!



 This ebook is dedicated to you. 

 

To the part of you that yearns for a

different relationship with yourself.

 

To the part of you that has known for so

long now that something wasn’t right with

how you feel about yourself and how you

have been treating your body.

 

To the part of you that has NEVER given

up wanting, desiring, needing, a deeper,

more loving relationship with yourself.

 

This is for you. 
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It takes courage and vulnerability to explore something

that can seem edgy or new, especially when it comes to

your own body and your relationship to her. So

congratulations on taking the first step! 

 

I’ve designed this ebook to give you a new way of

thinking about yourself and your body, and to give you

some practical tools that you can start doing right now to

begin the journey of growing your self love. 

 

I’m hoping I will leave you feeling inspired to jump into

exploring one of the most powerfully important

relationships that you will have in your life; the one you

have with yourself.

 

It’s an honour to have you here!

HI, I'M
NAOMI
AND I'M SO 
GLAD TO 
MEET YOU!
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Before we dive into this exploration together, I’d love to

introduce myself and let you know why I am qualified to

be your guide on this journey. 

 

My exploration of body love and self love began around

15 years ago, when I had the first realisation that the way

that I felt about myself, spoke about and to myself and

the way that I allowed other people to treat me wasn’t

healthy. 

 

The realisation came about because I had hit rock

bottom, I hated myself and hated my life. I finally realised

that I might need to get help if life was ever going to get

better.

WHO IS NAOMI?
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A friend recommended a counsellor and even

though I had never had a counselling session

before, I found a kernel of self worth inside that

nudged at me until I finally rang and made the

appointment with Anne. 

 

I still remember the moment during the first

session when I finally comprehended what Anne

was trying to tell me. She suggested that a

conversation that I had had with my then

partner was actually a situation of them

attacking me and that I didn’t need to accept the

treatment or take all the blame and guilt on

myself. She also suggested that the reason I

blamed myself was because I had a profound

lack of self love. 

 

Wow. 
 

For a young woman who had spent her life

putting everyone else above her regardless of

 their actions or behaviours, this was earth

shattering. This in made such an impact on me

that I dove into all sorts of different therapies,

some amazing, some not so great.
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The thing that I discovered constantly and

consistently in all of the approaches that I tried,

was that Anne was right. Underneath all of my

experiences and stories, there was a basis of a

complete lack of self worth and self love. 

 

My fundamental belief was that my body was

disgusting and shameful and that I had nothing to

offer the world. These beliefs about myself didn't

only show up in what I allowed other people to

say and do to me, but also in disordered eating,

both binging and restricting and in using exercise

to punish my body. 

 

The years passed and I continued to investigate

different therapies and different approaches. As I

did, I slowly zig zagged my way towards self love,

body love and self esteem and a healthy

relationship with food. As I zig zagged, I made

myself a guinea pig for so many of the different

approaches to healing that are out there.  
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During this time of exploration of myself I also

finsihed my traning as a clinical Naturopath,

QiGong facilitator and Ambassador of Saida

Desilets, the worlds number 1 authority on the

Jade Egg and Sexual Soverignity. I entered into

private practice and have 15 years experience in

working with people of all ages and life stages to

achieve the best possible health and healing.

 

My own experiences and my professional

qualifications mean that I know what works and

what doesn’t work. I know what is just talk and

what has the potential to create profound healing

and change. I know how hard it can be when you

feel like you are finally getting somewhere and the

fog of self hatred is clearing, only for something to

shake you up and send you spiralling back down

again. I know the moments of celebration and the

moments of despair.

 

Most of all I know that I am worth it, and because

of this I know that YOU are worth it. That we are

worth a life where we can love ourselves in a way

that allows us to really live, to feel, to love and to

celebrate all of who we are and who we can be. I

am so excited that you are here, let’s dive in!
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STEP 1:
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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STEP 1: ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:
WHAT DO YOU DREAM OF?
If you are anything like I was, this is what you secretly

dream of;

 

You dream of a life where that voice in your head that

tells you what is disgusting and shameful about your

body every minute of every day JUST SHUTS UP!

 

You dream of a life where that deep inner pain that you

have always felt about yourself has gone away.

 

You dream of a life where self hatred is not the secret

reason behind all of your choices and actions.

 

You dream of a life where your relationship with your

body is not a shameful hidden secret, and instead, you

KNOW that your body is beautiful, sensual, sexy,

worthy of admiration.

 

You dream of a life where you are not consumed by

jealousy because that other woman, you know, that

one over there, has it all. The hair, the clothes, the

girl/boyfriend, the life that should be yours… and

because SHE has it, you will never be able to!
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If you are anything like me, the life that you dream of is

one of freedom, of joy, of self love and self worth. One

of celebration and self expression. One where you

know who you are and what you want. One where it is

up to YOU to decide who you truly are and who you

choose to be. 

 

And right now, I know, that life feels like you will never

be able to get it. You don’t deserve it. You haven’t

worked hard enough or felt enough pain. That is the

sort of life that other girls get to have, not you. Never

you. 

 

You need to know, it is possible. It is so very possible.

So let’s get real. In order to get what we want, we have

to name what we want. What do you really want your

radiant self love to look like?
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MAKING STEP 1 REAL

What do your dreams of self love look like?

 

How would it be if you were honest and went

deep? Can you put it into words, the yearning that

you feel for different kind of relationship with

yourself? How would it look if your life was a

celebration of you?

 

Write down, right now, just for yourself, three

things that you dream about in your relationship

with yourself. 

1.…………………………………………………
2.…………………………………………………
3.………………………………....………………

 

Now, claim them! 
 

Stand up and speak them out loud. Make the

commitment to yourself that you are worth this

relationship. You are worth living a life of radiant
self love.
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STEP 2:
CONNECTION
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STEP 2: CONNECTION: 
THE TRUTH OF WHO WE ARE.  

This is the truth: not one of us is born hating ourselves.

When we come into this world, not one of us thinks

that our bodies are shameful, that we are too much or

too little of anything.

 

So how have we ended up like this? 

 

Since the day you were born, you have been told who

you are. Your parents have told you, your teachers

have told you, your grandparents, your friends, your

religious elders, magazines, the TV, movies, social

media, billboards… it has been constant. 

 

You have been told who you are, how to behave, how

to think, how to feel, how to look, how to react to life. 

 

You have been told that you are ‘too sensitive’, ‘too

loud’, ‘too demanding’, ‘too hyper’, ‘too lazy’, ‘too fat’,

‘too thin’…. too much for everyone around you. 
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There is not one of us alive in our society who has

managed to escape all of the voices all around us that

never stop telling us who we are. 

 

In fact, the whole world has been so busy telling you

who you are that no one has ever stopped and asked

YOU. Who are YOU? 

 

Who are you in all of your messiness? Who are you

really, not just the pretty parts, but the hurting parts

and the scared parts and the angry and the loud and the

unladylike parts?

 

The fallout from being constantly told who we are is

epic. Because we are not the person that the world is

trying to convince us to be, we think there is something

wrong with US. 

 

There HAS to be something wrong with us, right?

Because all of those other voices can’t be wrong… can

they?
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MAKING STEP 2 REAL
Let’s play a game.

Pick one negative or judgemental thing that you

have been told about your body or the way you

look and write it here.  

 

1…………………………………………
 

Let’s imagine, just for a moment, that what you

have written is not true. Can you imagine it?

 

If that statement is NOT true, something else

MUST be true. What is a truth of you?

 

Close you eyes and breathe softly and gently

through your nose. Then check in, one by one, with

your heart, your belly and your mind and ask this

question:

 

‘If (the statement above) is not true, what is a truth

about me?’

 

Any answers that come, claim them and celebrate

them, they are a deeper truth of who you are.
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STEP 3:
CLARITY
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STEP 3: CLARITY: 
UNLEARNING WHAT WE HAVE BEEN
TAUGHT
Early on in my healing, I realised that all of those

outside voices we spoke about in step 2 were no longer

necessary. 

 

All of that hard work they were doing convincing me of

what to believe about myself was no longer required. 

 

I had been convinced that what I was being told was

truth. So I took over telling myself the story of being

‘not good enough, thin enough, smart enough, pretty

enough, anything enough’. 

 

I believed it. In fact, I did more than believe it, I knew it

deep in my bones that those things I was now saying

about myself were really true. 

 

Realising this can be one of the hardest parts of healing

into self love, but is also one of the most important and

valuable. Because we are trained so well to believe

what we are told to believe, it can be so hard to see

that those beliefs are just not true.
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One of the biggest steps on our journey back into

radiant self love is to realise when we are speaking to

ourselves in the truth of who we are, and when we are

speaking to ourselves in the voices that we have been

trained in.

 

Once we start listening, it gets easier to notice when

we are speaking with a voice that we have been taught

to speak in or when we are speaking with our true

voice. 

 

Our true voice does not criticise and shame us or tell

us what we need to change about ourselves. Our true

voice is supportive, loving and kind. And yes, our true

voice might encourage us to be better versions of

ourselves, but never in ways that make us feel bad

about ourselves.  

 

So let’s get real. We all have stories that we tell

ourselves about ourselves. Unless we start naming

those stories, we will never be free of them. 
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MAKING STEP 3 REAL
Write down, right now, just for yourself, three things

that you currently tell yourself about yourself that you

suspect, deep down inside, might not be true.

 

If you are finding it hard to think of anything to write,

think about the different parts of your body; your

thighs, your belly, your face, your butt. What are you

telling yourself about those parts?

1.………………………………………………
2.………………………………………………
3.………………………………………………

 

Now, I invite you to repeat the exercise from Step 2,

tuning into your greater truth deep inside of you. 

 

Close you eyes and breathe softly and gently through

your nose. Then check in, one by one, with your heart,

your belly and your mind and ask this question:

 

‘If (each statement above) is not true, what is a truth

about me?’

 

Any answers that come, claim them and celebrate

them, they are a deeper truth of who you are. 
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STEP 4:
INTEGRATION
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STEP 4: INTEGRATION:
MAKING SELF LOVE A PRACTICE 

Self love is a muscle. That might sound crazy, but stay

with me for a moment and I’ll explain what I mean. 

 

Let’s imagine that it is true: self love is a muscle. Just

like any other muscle in the body, self love needs to be

exercised to stay strong and not waste away. 

 

For those of you who have ever broken bone and had a

part of your body in a cast, remember what the

muscles were like when the cast came off? Remember

how if a muscle is not used and not exercised it wastes

away? It loses strength and power and tone? 

 

Remember also how when you began to use that

muscle again, it regained tone and strength. Remember

that it was a slow gentle process and that you couldn’t

force your muscle to work harder or faster than it was

able to?  And in the beginning it was really

uncomfortable and felt like an impossible task? 

 

This is exactly like self love. 
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When you were educated out of the natural self love

that you were born with, and then took on the job of

criticising and shaming yourself, it was like you were

immobilising the self love muscle, and so it wasted

away and lost strength and power. 

 

But, just like the muscle, it can be exercised and

strengthened and brought back to its natural state, it

just takes dedication and practice. 

 

Just like strengthening a muscle, it might be a slow

process, it might take a frustratingly long time. 

 

Know this: a life where your self love muscle is strong

and powerful and able to take on any weight or task

that you throw at it, that is a life that it is worth

dedicating yourself to.  A life dedicated to continuing

to exercise your self love back to wholeness. 
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MAKING STEP 4 REAL
1. Place once hand over your heart and one hand over

your lower belly below your belly button. 

 

2. Breathe in and out through your nose and imagine

that the air is flowing down into your heart. Imagine

that you are filling your heart with your breath.

 

3. Continue to fill your heart with your breath until you

notice that your heart is growing softer or warmer or

feeling more alive or connected. 

 

4. Still breathing down into your heart, as you exhale,

breathe down to where your hand is resting on your

belly. Breathe in to your heart and out to your belly. 

 

5. Close you eyes and keep on breathing in to your

heart and out to your belly, finding your own speed and

rhythm. Imagine the warm of your heart, the warmth of

your love is moving down to fill your belly, filling

yourself with your own love. 

 

This feels very simple and straightforward right? But

trust me, it is a power practice. This practice is a

profound one for strengthening the self love muscle. 
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STEP 5:
LOVING TOUCH
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STEP 5: LOVING TOUCH:
ANCHORING THE TRUTH IN OUR
BODIES. 

One of the things that I have learnt over my long road

back to self love is that talking about how I felt and

what I wanted to be different would only go so far to

healing my relationship with myself. The talking was

great to acknowledge what was going on and bring it

into the front of my mind, but something was missing. 

 

The first time that I came across a therapy that

involved my body as well as my mind was the first

time that I experienced a profound amount of healing

in a short amount of time. 

 

This is because we hold so much of our past story and

trauma and education in our physical body. Have you

ever heard the term ‘muscle memory’ or ‘cellular

memory’? That’s what this is referring to. Our bodies

hold memories for us and unless we directly release

those memories we will continue to hold on to them.
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Have you ever had the experience where you have an

issue and you talk it through and think that you are

completely sorted and clear about it, but it keeps

coming up and coming up in your life and you just can’t

work out why? 

 

Muscle or cellular memory may be one of the reasons

why. 

 

Because of this we need to pay attention to our bodies

in order to release what we have been holding on to.

 

By pay attention to our bodies, I mean touch. And not

just any kind of touch but gentle, loving touch. The sort

of touch that we would use to comfort any person or

animal that was needing soothing, but this time we

have the privilege of being able to use it to help

ourselves. 

 

Loving touch may just be the biggest gift we can ever

give ourselves. 
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MAKING STEP 5 REAL
For this step we are going to use all of the insights that we

have gained from this entire exploration. 

 

1. Begin with the heart-belly breath from Step 4. As you

breathe, feel  warmth and love fill you and move through

your body.

 

2. Now, look at what you wrote down in steps 2 and 3. 

Choose one of the parts of your body that came up in your

answers, look at that part and gently touch it.

 

4. As you touch that part of your body, say ‘I love you’. 

Breathe slowly and deeply and notice how it feels to

provide loving touch to your own body. 

 

6. Continue to breathe and say ‘I love you’ to that part of

your body until it feels like a truth or feels complete and

then move on to another part. 

 

7. Experiment with what loving touch actually means to

each part of your body. Does your body want to be lightly

stoked or firmly massaged or simply held? This may change

from day to day for the same body part. 

 

8. Repeat this practice daily or as often as you can and pay

attention to changes in the ways that you relate to yourself.  
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NEXT STEPS
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CONGRATULATIONS!

If you have made it this far you have been on a journey,

igniting your radiant self love. 

 

I trust that the steps have provided you with insight into

yourself and a sense of what is possible when we live a

life dedicated to self love. 

 

I have really enjoyed being with you on this journey and

I look forward to continuing to support you. 

 

There is so much more to explore and discover in our life

long path of learning how to love ourselves more deeply,

more unconditionally and more radiantly!

 

Let me support you in continuing to make profound

transformations in your relationship to yourself and to

life!

 

Click here and book a free 30 minute Body Love
Breakthrough session. Together we will look at what is
holding you back from radiant self love and create a
personal map for your journey back to love.  
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https://calendly.com/naomiharris/bbb


Thank you for being you.

 

Thank you for trusting me.

 

Thank you for never giving up on wanting, desiring,

needing, a deeper, more loving relationship with

yourself. 
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